Perceiving Parkinson’s
Mood Disorders In Parkinson’s (Day 52)

For many people, the worst aspects of Parkinson’s are not the motor symptoms, or the autonomic or
enteric dysfunction, but the mood disorders - namely, depression and anxiety. A person with one of
these mood disorders exists in an abnormal perceptual state; their thinking is twisted, and no longer
objective. Mood disorders must be treated.

Depression
Depression is a medical illness in which a person feels so overwhelmed by problems that they
“withdraw” from life and in the process demonstrate symptoms of low mood, loss of pleasure, and
feelings of worthlessness, plus many more. Initially, when a person withdraws from life, it is adaptive
as it allows them to focus all their energy on finding a solution to their problems. However, if no
solution is forthcoming, the withdrawal becomes abnormal and maladaptive, resulting in depression.

Depression is a medical illness with many symptoms.

It is generally accepted that 40-50% of people with Parkinson’s are affected by clinically significant
depression. This mood disorder usually appears several years before the Parkinson’s is diagnosed, but
it may appear at any time. Since depression is associated with increased disability and mortality in
Parkinson’s, it is imperative to treat it.

There is a stigma attached to depression such that some people who suffer from it may deny that they
are depressed; if a person is unwilling to acknowledge this fact, treatment is challenging to say the
least. Once acknowledged, depression in Parkinson’s can be managed using the following strategies:

(1) Increase quality sleep, exercise, and social interaction; all three are vital in treating depression.
(2) Optimize dopaminergic oral medications, particularly levodopa. Sometimes, this single change
may result in a remarkable improvement, eradicating the depression in Parkinson’s.

(3) Engage in psychological behavioural therapy, an under-utilized method of treating depression.
(4) Try an antidepressant, most of which have proven efficacy for treating depression in Parkinson’s.
There is evidence that the antidepressants amitriptyline and nortriptyline may be the most effective
antidepressants in Parkinson’s, but their side-effects, particularly memory impairment, may prohibit
their use in older patients who have cognitive difficulties. Fortunately, several evidence-backed
alternatives exist including citalopram, sertraline, fluoxetine, venlafaxine, and mirtazapine.

Anxiety
Anxiety is also a medical illness and it manifests in many forms - as a generalized anxiety disorder,
characterized by excessive worrying over everyday events, as a social phobia, characterized by an
inappropriate degree of stress in social interactions, and, in its most extreme form, as a panic attack,
characterized by an unprovoked episode of severe apprehension and loss of insight. Anxiety may also
manifest with myriad physical symptoms such as heart palpitations, shortness of breath, and
numbness or tingling in the limbs, to name but a few.

Anxiety is also a medical illness with many forms and symptoms.

Clinically significant anxiety afflicts 20-50% of people with Parkinson’s. Like depression, anxiety usually
appears several years before the Parkinson’s is diagnosed. Like depression, anxiety is associated with
reduced quality of life and increased disability; it is well known that episodic states of anxiety can
worsen the tremor and postural instability seen in Parkinson’s. Thus, like depression, it is imperative
to treat it.

Studies examining anxiety in Parkinson’s are few and far between, but the evidence to date shows
that it is best managed using the following strategies:

(1) Optimize dopaminergic oral medications, particularly levodopa. The symptoms of anxiety are
usually at their worst in the “off” state, so preventing these states is of paramount importance.
(2) Engage in psychological behavioural therapy, an under-utilized method of treating anxiety.

(3) Try an anxiolytic, only some of which have proven efficacy for treating anxiety in Parkinson’s. The
anxiolytics citalopram, sertraline, and paroxetine have been shown to be useful in Parkinson’s. For a
potentially more powerful effect, benzodiazepines such as clonazepam and lorazepam are very
effective when they are started, however their anxiolytic effect weakens in the long-run, and they
have several worrisome side-effects including sedation, cognitive impairment, and loss of balance
which can lead to falls.

Remember, clinically significant depression and anxiety are not mere mood disturbances but medical
illnesses; if they are not treated in Parkinson’s, all other management strategies for the remaining
symptoms of Parkinson’s will be compromised. Fortunately, the mood disorders usually respond to
treatment, so please, if you need help, seek it - don’t let the mood disorders dictate your life.

Matt (Neurologist, Waikato Hospital).
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